
 
ATS Presents New Wheel 
COMPETITION 2 impresses with Innovation  
 
Bad Dürkheim, June 1, 2022 

 
ATS is expanding its portfolio: the Superior Industries brand is launching the new 
COMPETITION 2 alloy wheel, the first aftermarket product crafted with the 
innovative light-weight performance casting technology. 
 
Five symmetrical spoke pairs lend the COMPETITION 2 its powerful look. What’s more, 
modern light-weight performance casting (LWPC) technology reduces the weight of 
this sleek wheel. The new ATS product in racing-black with polished lips thus clearly 
represents the highest level of performance. 
 
Technology for the future 

 
An innovative technology ensures the unique performance of the COMPETITION 2: the 
special LWPC casting process gives this alloy wheel the ideal weight thanks to an 
innovative cooling method. The undercut minimizes the weight even more by removing 
material behind the spokes. 
 
Available soon for many premium applications 
 
The COMPETITION 2 will launch with 19 and 20-inch sizes. The applications in 8.5 x 
19 inches and 9.5 x 19 inches will fit many models – including various vehicles from 
PORSCHE, BMW, Mercedes-Benz, Tesla, and the VW Group.  
 
The 20-inch sizes will be 9.0 x 20 inches and 11.0 x 20 inches. A range of vehicles from 
PORSCHE, BMW, Mercedes-Benz, AUDI, and VW can use the COMPETITION 2 as 
soon as it is launched. 
 
Further applications are already planned. 



 
 
COMPETITION 2 at a glance: 
Paint:  racing-black with polished lips 

Sizes:  8.5 x 19 inches, 9.5 x 19 inches, 9.0 x 20 inches, 11.0 

x 20 inches 

ECE certified:    no 

ABE certified:   yes 

Recommended retail price: starting at €274.00 (incl. VAT) 

 

 

About Superior Industries  
 
Superior is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of aluminum wheels for light vehicles. Superior 
supplies aluminum wheels to well-known automotive manufacturers and is the market-leading 
manufacturer of aluminum wheels for the accessories market (aftermarket) in Europe. 
 
Superior maintains the leading European aftermarket brands ATS®, RIAL®, ALUTEC®, and ANZIO®. 
Superior has eight production plants, which are located in Mexico, Germany and Poland. Superior 
currently employs about 7,600 people worldwide. 
 
Headquartered in Southfield, Michigan, Superior is listed on the New York Stock Exchange. For more 
information, please visit www.supind.com. 
 
 
For more information, please contact: 
 
Franziska Dattilo 
E-mail: fdattilo@supind.com 
Superior Industries Europe AG  
Gustav-Kirchhoff-Strasse 10  
67098 Bad Dürkheim  
Germany  
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